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By the composer of "The sunshine of your Smile"

LAND OF THE LONG AGO

Song

Words by CHARLES KNIGHT.  

Music by LILIAN RAY.

There is a land where in our troth we plighted.

Happy the memory of that golden day!

Heart beat with heart, and souls were united.
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Tempo di Marcia

They were summoned from the hill-side, They were called in from the glen, And the

Country found them ready At the stirring call for

men.

Let no tears add to their hardship, As the
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Sol-diers pass a-long, And al-though your heart is break-ing, Make it
sing this chee-ry song.

REFRAIN
Keep the Home-fi res burn-ing, While your hearts are yearn-ing,

Though your lads are far a-way They dream of Home;
There's a silver lining Through the dark cloud shining,

Turn the dark cloud inside out, Till the boys come Home.

seas there came a pleading, "Help a Nation in distress!" And we
Il cresce,
gave our glorious lad dies; Honour made us do no less
Il cresce.
For no gallant Son of Freedom To a tyrant's yoke should
mf
bend, And a noble heart must answer To the sacred
ten.
call of "Friend"
REFRAIN

Keep the Home-fires burning, While your hearts are yearning, Though your lads are far away They dream of Home; There's a silver lining

Through the dark cloud shining, Turn the dark cloud inside out, Till the boys come Home.
THE SONG-MESSAGE WITH A MELODY THAT HAUNTS

God bring you safely to our arms again

Words by
KATE GIBSON

Song

Music by
VINCENT SHAW

Lento

God bring you safely to our arms again! God guide and guard you o'er the mighty main!

Long tho' the way be, Dark tho' the day be,

God bring you safely again! Our thoughts are ever with you
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